
ARTIST LEAD CALL OUT

Suggested term: the equivalent of 2 days per week over 2 years
Deadline: Friday 30th April

The Royal Standard (TRS) is looking for Artist Leads to join our current team of five. Since
2006, TRS has been built on the hard work and commitment of artists and volunteers and is
now an established artist-led studio and gallery with regional and national reach.

Artist Leads are responsible for the day-to-day operations of a thriving studio housing a
community of 40+ artists. As well as helping to nurture our community, the Artist Leads work
towards delivering engaging crits, talks, exhibitions and fundraising events as part of our
programme. This is an excellent opportunity for motivated early career artists or arts
professionals to gain supported experience in all aspects of running an arts organisation,
including long-term planning, fundraising, marketing and operational maintenance.

The Royal Standard has acted as a platform for artists and creatives to excel within their
careers as arts practitioners. Our alumni include: Paul Luckraft (Curator, Zabludowicz
Collection), James Harper (Curator, Tŷ Pawb), Laura Robertson (Founder, The Double
Negative) and artists such as Kevin Hunt, Frances Disley and Emily Speed.

The role is an immense opportunity for personal development and active self-learning, whilst
connecting with and contributing to Liverpool’s cultural ecology. It provides individuals with a
sense of responsibility and ownership in leading an arts organisation as part of a collective.

We are committed to ensuring our team represents a diverse mix of skills and abilities. We
seek applications from people from all backgrounds and experiences. If there is anything we
can do to make this role more accessible and meet specific needs, please let us know. If you
would like to have an informal chat about the role with one of our current Artist Leads, please
contact us via info@the-royal-standard.co.uk.

Although we ask for Artist Leads to contribute the equivalent of two days per week
towards the role over a two-year period, we are understanding of everyone's individual
circumstances and realise that people's ability to commit to this role may change in line
with their circumstances. In this role, you will gain experience and transferable skills in the



following areas:

STUDIO MANAGEMENT

You will learn all about the effective running of a busy artist studio complex, including
community engagement through events, liaising with tenants, recruiting new members and the
day-to-day maintenance of shared facilities. Working within Baltic Creative’s community, you
will liaise with building management and learn how to deal with building maintenance.

CREATIVE PLANNING

You will actively contribute to the long-term planning and creative development of our gallery
and public programme; developing skills in curation, event planning and delivery. You will learn
how to research and work with artists, develop your ideas and manage creative projects from
start to finish; as well as technical and logistical skills for installing exhibitions.

ARTS ADMINISTRATION

You will play an active role in ensuring the smooth running of the organisation. You will learn
how to successfully coordinate a range of activities, manage budgets for projects and balance
communications with stakeholders to ensure effective project delivery. You will help shape
procedures and processes crucial to the running of a sustainable arts organisation.

PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

The Royal Standard has a region- and UK-wide network of partners, including a-n, Bluecoat,
LJMU, Liverpool Biennial, Generator Projects and the Newbridge Project. You will help build
and maintain these relationships, whilst developing new ones through research and outreach.
You will expand your knowledge of and connection with other artist-led organisations, planning
exciting activity with partners such as crits, exhibition exchanges and artist residencies.

DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDRAISING

As The Royal Standard is a publicly funded organisation, you will expand your knowledge of
trusts and foundations, learning how to write impactful project applications to Arts Council
England and other funding bodies. You will develop ideas for and deliver income-generating
activities, such as our bi-annual auction and gallery hires.



MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

Marketing and communications are crucial to building awareness and profile for TRS. You will
take part in ensuring that all events and artistic activities are communicated across the
appropriate channels to reach and engage a diverse audience. You will also be a champion for
our artistic community on social media, via our newsletter and partner networks.

TEAM WORK & RESPONSIBILITY

You will learn the importance of working as a team. Working in collaboration with Artist
Leads, the wider team and our partners, you will gain responsibility and take ownership of
The Royal Standard’s place in the broader cultural community. In your role, you will learn
how to think strategically, problem solve and support others to achieve common goals.

PERSON SPECIFICATION

● Must come from an arts or creative background

● Dedication to the growth and development of the Liverpool arts community

● An active interest in self-learning and personal development

● Committed, reliable and intuitive worker

● Excellent communicator, both in person and in writing

● A collaborative approach and the ability to work as part of a team is essential

● Flexible approach to sharing responsibilities and projects

● Knowledge of contemporary art and other arts organisations

● Some experience in planning and delivering arts projects, exhibitions or related
events is desirable but not essential

“I saw it as an opportunity to have some impact on the cultural fabric of the city, being
in a position of more responsibility, broadening my skills and experiences, and using
the position to develop networks nationwide that I could potentially use to figure out my
next step” – Former Artist Lead



HOW TO APPLY

Please send the following documents to info@the-royal-standard.co.uk, with the subject
‘Artist Lead Application’.

- A CV outlining your relevant experience
- A statement of what you could bring to the role, our team and community (500 words
max.)

Due to COVID-19, all interviews, meetings and training will take place online until the
foreseeable future.


